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silver platinum iron, copper palladium alu
mminmt ?mc tm, lead. In animated nature
the spider and the nlkwonn produce secretions
of notable ductility
Dugong A marine mammal belonging to the
order Sirenia (sea-cows) Inhabits Eed Sea
and Indian Ocean also found as far East a^
the Philippines and Australia lives on sea
weed Belated to the Manatee
Duke the hlghert rank to the British peerage nett
to that of a royal prince. Edward the Black
Prince eldest son of Edward HI who died
before his father was the first English duke
being created Duke of Cornwall m 1387 Smce
then all Princes of Wales have held that title
Bukenes a range of English woodland and park
country mamlv in IsotMnghamshire comprising
the adjacent demesnes of several English dukes
and nobles Hie Dukeries include Sherwood
Forest and the estates of Welbecfc Abbey Cram
ber Park. Worksop Manor and Thoresby Hall
Dunes Sand dunes are elliptical or crescent
shaped mounds of loose sand produced by wmu
action. The dune has a gentle slope on wind
ward side a steep slope on the leeward side
Dunlin, very common small wading bird of the
Sandpiper family nesting Jn Britain Its range
extends to other areas where it also breeds
Dtmmow Hitch, a custom which originated in the
parish of Little Dumnow Essex in the reign of
Henry IDL which was that the husband who
was prepared to swear before the prior convent
and townsfolk of Dumnow that he had not re
pentedof marriage or quarrelled with his wife for
a year and a day should be rewarded with the
gaT; of a flitch of bacon. The custom has
frequently been revived
Dnnnock (Pnmeaa modularu) a small bird of
rich brown and dark grey plumage common in
gardens and hedgerows. Sings a cheerful song
all the year round Called hedge-sparrow in
southern England Another member of the
same family the larger Alpine Accentor (Pnt
netta collanti) is found on rocky mountain slopes
of Europe and Asia
Duodecimo a sheet of paper folded into twelve
leaves written 12mo
Durbar, a term used in India from the Persian
word durbar meaning court or audience
It may be either a council for administering
affairs of state or a purely ceremonial gather
ing The word was applied to great ceremonial
gatherings ute Lord Lyttons durbar for the
proclamation of the Queen Empress in 1377 and
the Delhi durbar of 1011
Dust, solid particles of matter floating In the
atmosphere produced chiefly by volcanic
eruptions, sand storms in desert regions, and
industrial and domestic smoke. When the
island of Krataton erupted in 1883 more than
1 cubic mile of duet was thrown into the air and
carried three times round the earth by the
explosion wave The particles fa dust-storms
are much finer than tho <e in sand storms and
are swept up to far greater heights The local
whirlwinds which form over loose dry soils are
*enned dust-devils
Dyke. A wall like intrusion of igneous root
which cute across the bedding or other layered
structure of the country rock the word also
signifies in alternative usage ". sea wall and an
open drain
Dynamite, a powerful explosive whose chief ele
ment Is nitre-glycerine It was discovered by
Nobel to 1867 who absorbed nitre glycerine to
kieselguhr has a disrupttre force of about eight
times that of gunpowder
Dynamo Machine for transforming mechanical
energy into electrical energy Depends on
Brindpte of electromagnetic induction whereby
a current is produced to a conductor (eg
copper wire) traversing a magnetic field In*
two essential parts of a dynamo are the con
amors or onMtu/re sad the field maontttt
Dynasty, a succession of monarchs of the same
famfly ae the CarioTingJaai dynasty, the bout
toon dynasty the Plantaeenet dynasty etc
E
Maste, jmmb bird of pier with huge hooked bfi%
leMed to the bumxd kfte. hawk, harrier
^coft, mid vrftere, together forming the femilr
 Falconidae There are many species to be
found throughout the world the Golden
Imperial, Tawny Spotted and Lesser Spotted
being found in Europe The Golden Eagle a
magnificent-looking bird nests in the Scottish
Hlghl-mds and the "White tailed Sw Eagle
which used to breed in Britain is now only ac
occasional visitor The eagle has been the
symbol of royal power since the earliest times
and the American or Bald Eagle ie the emblem
of the United States
Earl a British title of nobility of the third rank,
duke and marquis coming first and second
The title dates from Saxon tunes and unt!
1887 ranked highest to our peerage
Earl Marshal, in England ranks as the eighth
of the great officers of state is head of the
College of Arms attends the sovereign ji
opening and closing tne session of Partiamen*
arranges state processions (especially corona
tlons) and assists in introducing newly created
peers to the House of Lords The office is heredi
taxy in the family of the Dukes of Norfolk
Earth, our habitable globe is the third of the
planets of the solar system in order from the sun
and on an average throughout the year tal.es
24 hours to turn completely round relative to
the sun, the whole earth revolving round thr
sun in a slightly elliptical orbit once in a year
of 866 2564 days The mean distance of the
earth from the eun is 98 004 000 miles The
shape of the earth is that of on oblate spheroid
rts equatorial and polar axes measuring 7 92"
miles and 7900 miles respectively Earth
satellite studies have shown that it is also
slightly pear shaped with the stalk towards
the north pole The scale of this effect is such
that the south pole is 50 ft nearer the centre
of the earth than the north pole The crust
consists of an outer layer of surface soU Oi
varying thickness beneath which there is _
mass of hard rock several miles deep the per
centage (by weight) of the principal element"
present being oxygen 47 silicon 28 aluminium
8 sodium and potassium 5 iron 4 5 calcium
3 5, magnesium 2 2 titanium 0 5 hydrogen 0 2
carbon 0*2, phosphorus and sulphur 0 2 Mas
of the earth is estimated to be 6 000 million
million million tons Two-thirds of the earth s
surface is covered with watei It has only one
satellite the moon The earth receives more
light from the sun to 13 seconds than it does
from the moon to one year Weather changes
are independent of the moon A recent esti
mate of the age of the earth s crust is 6 000
million years Recent discoveries suggest tha
the earth is embedded to the atmosphere of tht
sun and that some of the heat that reaches u
from the sun gets here by direct conductor
through interplanetary space See P8-9
Earthquake a sudden violent disturbance of th»
earth s crust the region of the surface mime
diately above the focus or source where tht
earthquake originates is termed the epi
centre On account of their destructive powe
earfchauakes have attracted attention from the
earliest times but accurate study dates only
from tho last century and the development of a
world wide network of recording stations from
the present one The majority of severe earth
quakes result from fractures usually along
existing faults to underlying rock strata sub
jecfced to great strains, the shearing movemen*
sometimes extending to the surface. These
dislocations set up vibrations which are propa
gated sb waves throughout the bulk of the
earth or round the crust Jrefltuently the main
shock is followed by a series of smaller after
shocks Minor local earthquakes may be
attributed to the effects of volcanic activity
but most of the larger ones originate to hoe
volcanic regions along well marked lines Oi
weakness to the earth s crust. Generally th»
ground is felt to tremble, undergoing oscUla
tions which may gradually or suddenly increase
to a maximum and accompanied by sounds
Where there is movement of the scabbed a tidal
wave may result One of the greatest of
historic times was that which destroyed and
flooded listen to 1755 Among the notable
shocks of the present century rank those of
Baa I'ranclsco (1906)" Messina, Italj (1008)
China {1920} Japan (1028) Napier Kew Zea-

